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Q. 1 is comulsory.
Figures to the right indicate

1

Answer in short :
(1) What is explicit cursor ?
(2> write down the command to grve sEr,ECT and upDATE
privilege to table emp to use vnsgul.
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(3) What is the function of prior ( ) attribute ?
(4) What is schema ?
(5) what is database trigger can we invoke e:<plicitly ?
(6) What is view ?
(7) What do you mean by AUTONOMUS TRANSACTION ?
(8) How we can add a column in a table which is created

GC

before ?
(9) What is old pseud.o row used. for in trigger ?
(10) List out the methods for end a transaction in oracle.

2 Do as directed :
What is DBA ? Discuss the basic duties of DBA.
-_y'O)
(B)
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what are the r.nge searching and pattern matching

operators
example.

in oracle

? E>rplain

with syntax and suitable
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(C) Write a PL/SQL

that will accept an
employee no from the user and deduct a salary by
Rs. 2000 from the input employee no if employee has
a salary less than 1000 after salary is deducted it
display message "SALARY IS LESS THAN 10000" table
name emp (empno, name salary).

th.
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code block

as Directed :
"*4 Define the tern RDBMS ]ist out codd's law ? Explain
any three in detail.
(B) Which are the Date Conversion Function we can use
Do

(2 ,",

e>rplain.

fn

itemmaster table there is itemno which
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is a
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concatenation of the month and the number generated
by sequence SEQNOI.
For e.g. itemno 01005 is generated w.ith 01 is month
and 005 is sequence generated.
Insert the values in the itemno column of itemaster
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using sequence.
Do as Directed

(a/
f
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d

:

Wn"t is DATA CONSTRAINTS ? List out alt types
of constraint. Explain primany constraints in details.
OR

What is Granting and Revoking ? Write down the

syntax for GRANT and REVOKE. Also write approriate
command to grve permission to user SGU2 to update and
d,elete records from itemmaster table original owner of
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table itemmaster is SGUI.
(B) Write a SQL to create following tables.
prodmastO4 (prodno, prodname, price, supplierid)
supplierO4 (Supplierld, Supname, Supcity)
Sales04 (Salesid, prodno, salesdate, Amount)
The Create SQL should include following constraints.
(1) Add foreign key supplierid to prodmast.
(2) Add constraint for checking the amount greater

(3)

(1)

(2)
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Add primary key constraint for supplierid.
Solve the following queries :
Display the name of the supplier who supply
maximum products.
Display the list of maximum sale product.
lContd..
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What is exception
) -Y/@) with example.
\:t f-r\

? Explain custom
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.4 Do as Directed :
(A) Define overloading write down the advantage of
'-, */,)
overloading.
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exception
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(C) Differentiate between updateable view and read.

Do as Directed :
(A) What is trigger ? Explain d.atabase trigger with
example state the difference between trigger and
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(A) Write a database trigger which check and generate
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(B)

I

automatic primary key on table Empl @mpno (p.k.),
name, salary).
Consider following table
Student (rollno (P.K.), name, address, city percentage)
(i) Write a procedure a access all record,s of stud-ent
who are staying in "SIIRAT" city.
(ii) Write a procedure to display all record"s of stud.ent
who are getting more than 70 percentage.
(Make use of procedure overloadirg).
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functions.
What is package ? Why package is useful also discuss 5
the components of package.
Explain FOR cursor Loop ? Discuss advantages of
5
FOR cursor over simple cursor. Also grve suitable
example for REVERSE keyword. in FOR loop.
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